
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
ATR displays all-new ATR 42-600 for US carrier Silver 
Airways at Farnborough International Airshow 2018 

 
Attendees will be able to visit ATR’s latest developments in a dedicated Innovation Room   

  
Toulouse, 11 July, 2018 – ATR, the market leader in the regional aviation segment, will be present at the 
Farnborough International Airshow 2018. Attendees will have the opportunity to visit an ATR 42-600 in 
the colours of Silver Airways, leased from Nordic Aviation Capital, in the static display area. Later this 
year Silver Airways will become the very first ATR -600 series operator in the US. 
 
On the occasion of the airshow, ATR will display some of its recent innovations. Close to the ATR 42-600 
aircraft on display, visitors will have the chance to experience, in a dedicated exhibition area, the Neo 
Classic and Neo Prestige new passenger seats, as well as the Cabinstream system that allows 
passengers to stream multimedia content.  
 
ClearVision™, which is a first in commercial aviation will also be demonstrated. The system improves a 
pilot’s situational awareness with optimised Head-Up capabilities which can also be coupled with 
Enhanced and Synthetic Vision Systems.  
 
ATR will be welcoming its visitors in its lounge next to the aircraft which is located at the static area, 
OE33.   

 
About ATR:  
European turboprop manufacturer ATR is the world leader in the regional aviation market. ATR designs, 
manufactures and delivers aircraft, with its fleet encompassing some 200 airlines in nearly 100 countries. 
The ATR 42 and the ATR 72 are the best-selling aircraft in the below 90-seat category. With continuous 
improvement as a driving force, ATR produces cutting edge, comfortable and versatile turboprops that 
help airlines expand their horizons by creating more than 100 new routes every year. Compared with 
other turboprops, ATRs offer an advantage of 40% on fuel burn, 20% on trip cost and 10% on seat cost, 
whilst offering the lowest noise emissions. ATR is an equal partnership between leading aerospace firms 
Airbus and Leonardo and benefits from a large global customer support network allowing it to deliver 
innovative services and solutions to its clients and operators all over the world. For more information, 
please visit http://www.atr-aircraft.com.  
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